Seeger’s tribute to Adele coming to Ravine Vineyard

Mike Balsom | The Local

Though she’s been making a living portraying some of the biggest names in rock and pop music at tribute shows, one-time Niagara-on-the-Lake resident Angela Seeger knows exactly who she is.

The mother of two preteen girls says she’s always had a bit of a chip on her shoulder. That chip has served her well, and perhaps it’s what has continued to give her the confidence needed to take on the personas of the likes of Janis Joplin, Amy Winehouse, Annie Lennox, Barbra Streisand, Patsy Cline and Agnetha Faltskog of Abba.

On Friday, Dec. 16, she’ll be stepping into the shoes, the clothes, the cockney accent and the multi-octave singing voice of British singer-songwriter Adele for a special performance at Ravine Vineyard Estate Winery’s Ravine Event Centre.

Seeger has been singing for about as long as she can remember.

As a young child she would wow her family by emulating the anthem singers while the football game was on TV.

During her short time living in NOTL, she attended Laura Secord Memorial School in Queenston, where her Grade two teacher Ken Lamb recalls her playing the white rabbit in Alice in Wonderland.

A couple of years later the family moved to Niagara Falls, where she attended Simcoe Street Public School.

Continued on page 19

NOTL gives back to Newark Neighbours, children in hospital

Penny Coles | The Local

An outpouring of generosity at an event held Saturday will ensure families who rely on Newark Neighbours for help, and children in the hospital during the holiday season will feel remembered at Christmas.

The town, teaming up with the Niagara-on-the-Lake Minor Hockey Association, Revel Realty and Team MAC, were behind the very successful NOTL Gives Back at the Mary Snider Room in the Centennial Arena to collect donations for Newark Neighbours and McMaster Children’s Hospital.

Food items and new or gently used clothing were collected for Newark Neighbours, with president Cindy Grant on-hand to witness the generosity displayed by the community.

The not-for-profit organization has been seeing an increasing number of families and individuals in need that began through the pandemic and is still growing.

At Thanksgiving, Grant says, they helped about 50 families, which included individuals, moms, dads and children, and she expects there will be about 55 to 60 who register for Christmas dinner, which includes food and gifts.

There are about 20 organizations and events already offering assistance, including the Candlelight Stroll, churches, wineries, schools, real estate agents, local businesses and many others, says Grant, who is grateful for the amazing support Newark receives every year at this time.

Jessie MacDonald of Revel Realty and Team MAC, says she has been committed to collecting toys for children at Christmas for many years. It began when she was a teacher in St. Catharines 12 years ago, and realizing not all children experienced the same joy on Christmas morning that others take for granted, she decided to make a difference in their lives.

“We get very used to the idea that we have food on the table, new clothes and toys at Christmas, but it’s a challenge for some people,” she says. She organized collections first at her school, and expanded it with donations to Community Care.

Then, after having two babies in the neo-natal unit at McMaster, where she saw first-hand how hard it was for children in the hospital over the holiday and parents struggling to juggle jobs, driving back and forth to be with their kids,
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Upper Canada Christmas may be its last

This may be the end of an era — Upper Canada Lodge, the long-term care home owned by the region, is expected to be closing by December 2023, when the regional Gilmore Lodge redevelopment project, a significant expansion, is slated to be completed. The lodge on Wellington Street has started to ask families where they would like their family member placed when it closes.

An outpouring of generosity at an event held Saturday will ensure families who rely on Newark Neighbours for help, and children in the hospital during the holiday season will feel remembered at Christmas.

The town, teaming up with the Niagara-on-the-Lake Minor Hockey Association, Revel Realty and Team MAC, were behind the very successful NOTL Gives Back at the Mary Snider Room in the Centennial Arena to collect donations for Newark Neighbours and McMaster Children’s Hospital.

Food items and new or gently used clothing were collected for Newark Neighbours, with president Cindy Grant on-hand to witness the generosity displayed by the community.

The not-for-profit organization has been seeing an increasing number of families and individuals in need that began through the pandemic and is still growing. At Thanksgiving, Grant says, they helped about 50 families, which included individuals, moms, dads and children, and she expects there will be about 55 to 60 who register for Christmas dinner, which includes food and gifts.

There are about 20 organizations and events already offering assistance, including the Candlelight Stroll, churches, wineries, schools, real estate agents, local businesses and many others, says Grant, who is grateful for the amazing support Newark receives every year at this time.

Jessie MacDonald of Revel Realty and Team MAC, says she has been committed to collecting toys for children at Christmas for many years. It began when she was a teacher in St. Catharines 12 years ago, and realizing not all children experienced the same joy on Christmas morning that others take for granted, she decided to make a difference in their lives.

“We get very used to the idea that we have food on the table, new clothes and toys at Christmas, but it’s a challenge for some people,” she says. She organized collections first at her school, and expanded it with donations to Community Care.

Then, after having two babies in the neo-natal unit at McMaster, where she saw first-hand how hard it was for children in the hospital over the holiday and parents struggling to juggle jobs, driving back and forth to be with their kids.
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Four great shows planned for Icebreakers Festival

Paul Harber who has offered the conference centre at Ravine Vineyard. He jokes about them and Nick Ruller, also a high school friend, of having grown up, three of them now town councillors and Harber owner of a beautiful winery, while Paul's goal is to never grow up.

“It's weird now to see these people I grew up with,” he says. “I question when I will grow up, but I really hope I won't. I get to travel and meet strange, interesting people with strange, interesting life-styls, and it's a fun life.”

Paul also has a day job, but it's one that is comfortable with, that has become easy, and that allows him to forget about it at 5 p.m. “It’s nice and easy. I've been doing this for 18 years in an entry level position, and I couldn't be happier. It's a job, not a career, and it's not something I have to think about after 5 p.m. There's nothing to stress me out. It's a very good job for someone like me with a focus elsewhere.”

The worst part of it was a long commute through Toronto's traffic, “It was pushing a Ryobi cordless snowblower around.” It was mostly shown on CTV during the pandemic, it became a job he could do from home, and continues to be so. “I found a new appreciation for the job during COVID — and I'll try to hold on to it for as long as I can.”

He keeps waiting for it to come to an end, hoping it doesn’t. He works programming TV commercials, and many people are moving away from cable, stealing him, he says. “I make a good living doing comedy, but it's nice to have this other job, and I'll keep it as long as I can.”

He recently performed in his first TV commercial, “keeping a Ryobi cordless snowblower around.” It was mostly shown on CTV during the 11 p.m. news, he says, but also on a lot of sporting events — his father was excited to tell him it made the World Series. “I hope to do a few more commercials,” he says. “Shoot- ing them is great. It's very easy work, you treat them well, with a crew of people making sure you're okay and having a good time. And they feed you.”

But at the moment his focus is on NOTL, and making sure everyone, performers and audience, has a great time during the three-day Icebreak- ers Festival.

Show lineup:


Queen Street at night is a sight not all residents will see, but those who attend Friday’s Candlelight Stroll, hosted by the Niagara-on-the-Lake Chamber of Commerce, will gather at the Court House at about 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. and enjoy the beautifully decorated side streets and some holiday music along the route. The chamber, local businesses, the town and volunteers all had a hand in decorating. (David Gilchrist)
helping children at Christmas a tradition for local realtor

and no time to think about Christmas shopping, she decided she wanted to try to "bring some normalcy to kids in the hospital" by ensuring they had gifts to celebrate at Christmas.

Partnering with NOTL Minor Hockey was a great way to expand the community of those involved, and it was good to see the kids learning that there are other kids who are not as fortunate as they are, and doing something to help them, says MacDonald.
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Volunteers with the town, Newark Neighbours, the Niagara-on-the-Lake Minor Hockey Association, Revel Realty and Team MAC were at the Mary Snider Room in the Centennial Arena Saturday to collect toys, clothing and food donated to Newark Neighbours and McMaster Children’s Hospital.

(Penny Coles)

Silas Unruh, Malcolm Burrington, Nicholas Necakov-Waller, and Boyd Hopkins, members of the U13 select hockey team who volunteered at the Centennial Arena Saturday, took the opportunity to have their picture taken with Lord Mayor Gary Zalepa, who dropped off some items for the food drive and toy collection. (Photo supplied)

Renovating NOTL one home at a time...

"The foundation of Ravenshead Homes lays in our integrity, our clients, our team, and our abilities. We are driven by innovation and execution and pour our hearts into every project we do!"

- James Green, Owner

CONTACT US:
289.969.5991
info@ravensheadhomes.com
After six years of being in business, Nine Lives has had the good fortune to realize success in their chosen field of kitchen and furniture refinishing. Owner Kevin Coyle attributes their success to the dedicated and skillful staff as well as the partner trades and businesses he has had the pleasure to deal with.

Offering customers a “one stop shopping opportunity” has been one of the many things that separate them from the pack, as well as a team of professionals exhibiting years of experience to give their customers a completed product they can brag to their friends and family about. 2022 has been a benchmark year for Nine Lives for many reasons, but mostly for the fact they have honed in on their core competencies with the core group of staff members. Everyone who started with us for the most part still remains an integral part of the team and, as with many businesses, modifications and change was required to maintain the gold level required to remain successful. Keeping focus on maintaining customer satisfaction has proven to be both rewarding and fruitful. Customers praise and referrals are the ultimate compliment to us, says Coyle, and keeps us wanting to strive higher to continue that trend. As with any business, things can occasionally go off the rails for one reason or another, but what really speaks volumes is how problems are handled and the level of accountability that is held by the company and Nine Lives does just that. Fix it and keep the customer smiling is the motto we all live by.

Coyle has also realized that to do a great job the right people must be doing the work and that is why he and his wife Carolyn put on their paint clothes everyday and work in the shop to ensure a quality product goes out on time.

We have made major improvements mostly in our in home portion of spraying kitchens over the last seven months with innovations made in the prepping and spray process. Also new to this year’s agenda is the addition of our own brand of quartz countertops. We have been offering Cambria countertops for two years now and decided to add two additional brands, our own and Viatara, to offer customers some pricing level choices. If you are interested in refinishing your kitchen or would like to breathe new life into furniture call today for a free quote or visit us at ninelivescustomrefinishing.com.

For those of you who have used our services or referred us, thank you. We live and breathe in business because of you; your accolades encourage us and push us to strive higher each year.
The holiday season can feel like a time for giving—card platiitudes—peace on earth, good will toward men springs to mind. — that just don’t seem so appropriate this year.

Outrightly, nothing has changed. Queen Street is done up in all its finery, there are snowflakes on lamp posts in every corner of the community, it is a long list of annual events coming up to enjoy, after a two-year absence or scaled-back celebration this year.

Friday is the magical Candlelight Stroll — don’t forget food for Newark Neighbours. The NOTL Rotary Club Holiday House Tour is sold out but there were, at press time, some tickets for A Merry & Bright Christmas Tour, at the beautiful McArthur Estate on John Street E.

The Shaw Festival is offering A Christmas Carol at the Royal George Theatre and White Christ- mas at the Festival Theatre, both until Dec 23, and after a two-year absence the Shaw Class Parade we all know to be the best anywhere will make its way through the streets of the Old Town Dec. 10, beginning at 11 a.m.

And don’t forget the second annual Tractor Parade will make its appearance in Virgil Thursday, Dec. 13, beginning at the arena parking lot at 6 p.m. Organized by Dorothy Soo-Wiens and now Deputy Lord Mayor Erwin Wiens (he gives all the credit to Dorothy), it was a ton of fun to watch last year, and promises to be even bigger and better this year.

There are just a few of the great ways to help us “find peace and happiness during the holiday season,” to use another platitude, but first we have to find them within ourselves.

Somehow, there is still a great divide in our community. It has always been thus, that cer- tain aspects of lives here at home and around the world divide us — religion and politics at the top of the list, on a global scale those who live in a democracy and those who don’t, the devel- oping countries and the devel- oped, the haves and the have-nots. And more recently, closer to home, to wear a mask or not, get vaccinated or shun the nee- dle, blame our leaders for doing too much to protect us or not enough, creating another divide seemingly caused by the pan- demic. Looking back, however, has brought the realization that COVID-19 only gave evidence of how great the divide is. The anger has been simmering, and COVID brought it to a boil.

It doesn’t seem to matter how beautiful a community this is, or how fortunate most feel to live here, it hasn’t escaped its share of anger. Blame social media for providing a platform, look to those who feel free to use it to ex- press their feelings, no matter the hurt they cause — it’s out there, it’s real, and it’s furthering the di- vide, right here at home.

Lord Mayor Gary Zapecu ad- dressed it leading up to the elec- tion — he spoke of raising the tone, bringing people together, and his job will now be to do just that through his role on council, addressing the political divide.

But what about the rest of the community? What can we do? For a start, every one of us, residents, neighbours, business owners or employees, can be conscious of being better at sup- porting our community.

In a practical sense we can take advantage of free parking, we can and should support lo- cal stores and restaurants when we shop for gifts — Amazon flourished during the pandem- ic, doesn’t need our support, and won’t give back to our community in any way, except by increasing truck traffic and filling our recycling boxes with cardboard.

We can instead give back to a business community that con- tinues to support our fundrais- ers, our kids’ sports and schools, our churches and our service organizations.

And above all else, we can remember kindness. In this time, when all around us we witness anger as a quick and easy go-to, we can instead turn to those who feel free to use it to ex- press their feelings, no matter the hurt they cause — it’s out there, it’s real, and it’s furthering the di- vide, right here at home.

For a start, every one of us, residents, neighbours, business owners or employees, can be conscious of being better at sup- porting our community. What can we do? For a start, every one of us, residents, neighbours, business owners or employees, can be conscious of being better at sup- porting our community. But what about the rest of the community? What can we do? For a start, every one of us, residents, neighbours, business owners or employees, can be conscious of being better at sup- porting our community.

In a practical sense we can take advantage of free parking, we can and should support lo- cal stores and restaurants when we shop for gifts — Amazon flourished during the pandem- ic, doesn’t need our support, and won’t give back to our community in any way, except by increasing truck traffic and filling our recycling boxes with cardboard.

We can instead give back to a business community that con- tinues to support our fundrais- ers, our kids’ sports and schools, our churches and our service organizations.

And above all else, we can remember kindness. In this time, when all around us we witness anger as a quick and easy go-to, we can instead turn to those who feel free to use it to ex- press their feelings, no matter the hurt they cause — it’s out there, it’s real, and it’s furthering the di- vide, right here at home.

Lord Mayor Gary Zapecu ad- dressed it leading up to the elec- tion — he spoke of raising the tone, bringing people together, and his job will now be to do just that through his role on council, addressing the political divide.

But what about the rest of the community? What can we do? For a start, every one of us, residents, neighbours, business owners or employees, can be conscious of being better at sup- porting our community.

In a practical sense we can take advantage of free parking, we can and should support lo- cal stores and restaurants when we shop for gifts — Amazon flourished during the pandem- ic, doesn’t need our support, and won’t give back to our community in any way, except by increasing truck traffic and filling our recycling boxes with cardboard.
Bollards in St. Davids
A Short Pilot Project (The Local, Sept. 28) contained statements from then Lord Mayor Betty Disero and then Regional Councillor Gary Zalepa to the effect that there was no notice given to the town that bollards were being installed, there was no feedback from the region regarding updates on these bollards, speeding was a concern with school starting, there was a need to move quickly, and bollards were discussed.

Its my understanding that they left before the meeting concluded, and were unaware that these bollards were going to be installed.

I am shocked by these events. Does the regional government have no respect for those who represent the town? Wouldn’t their input for those who represent the government have no respect for the region regarding updates on these bollards, speeding was a concern with school starting, there was a need to move quickly, and bollards were discussed.

Information session Thursday for those interested in library board

Cathy Simpson
CEO, NOTL Public Library

Congratulations to our newly elected lord mayor and town council members, and kudos to all the election candidates for their civic-mindedness and dedication to our community.

A new town council also means its time to appoint a new library board. Ontario public libraries are governed by community volunteers on the same four-year cycle as municipal councils. The current Niagara-on-the-Lake Public Library Board was appointed in 2019 and remains in place until new members are selected by the incoming council. Our board includes two town council representatives who ensure the library aligns with the community’s priorities and continues to provide excellent service to the community.

In addition to town council reps, there are also six residents on our library board. If you live in NOTL, you are 18 years of age, a Canadian citizen or permanent resident and not employed by the library or town, you qualify to apply. In addition to these qualifications, the library needs board members who work well with others, believe in the library’s importance to the community and are willing to advocate.

Over the last 10 years, the library has undergone a staff reorganization and complete interior renovation to better meet the changing needs of our community. Over the next four years, we’re concentrating on ensuring our operating and capital budgets are sustainable. The current board approved a strategic plan for 2021 to 2024 and identified four strategic directions:

1. Inspire lifelong learning, discovery and creation
2. Build community
3. Increase awareness
4. Innovate for efficient and sustainable operations

Based on these directions, the library needs board members who have experience:

• Articulating vision, values and strategy
• Budget planning
• Developing policy
• Fundraising

The board meets a minimum seven times annually and members are expected to work on at least one committee, attend library events and participate in board development sessions.

For more details about being a board member, please join us on Dec. 1 at 7 p.m. in the library’s Rotary Room for a board information session.

Visit our website to register or call me at 905-468-2031. Library board members are key advisors and advocates who shape the future of the library in our community. Join and make a difference!

Where is Ben?

The Local co-op student, Ben Foster, is discovering new locations in NOTL, and wondering how familiar others may be with them. If you know where this photo was taken, email penny@notllocal.com. Congratulations to Jennifer Wayne, who recognized Ben was at the Wayne Gretzky Estates Winery in last week’s photo, although there was very little in the photo to give it away.
Many ways to help Ukrainians at Christmas

Shirley Madsen
Special to The Local

Winter is here, and in Ukraine the average temperatures are below -20 Celsius. I am not the only one who has family in Ukraine. I am not the only one who is trying to do my part. Since this senseless war started, there are many who are working tirelessly day in and day out to do their part. I have met many people over this past year who have no ties to Ukraine, however, they see the struggle and courage these people have and so they have come forth and continue to do what they can.

Every little bit helps, whether it is to help the torn-apart families that are here, or the folks in Ukraine who have stayed in their homeland. Hanging a flag in your window or front door whether you are Ukrainian or not, lets everyone know you care.

I recently received a video from my cousin who fled from Ukraine and is now in Canada with her mother. At the beginning of the war her grandchildren and their mother fled to Poland, and have now returned to Ukraine. Her son and his wife are working for a non-profit disaster relief organization. Their children are in Western Ukraine with other family. Her son is the director of the charity Global Empowerment Mission, and was interviewed on BBC. I told my cousin she should be so proud of her son. Her response, “I am more worried than proud!”

You can learn more about the mission at www.globalempowermentmission.org/mission/ukraine-crisis. While being interviewed on BBC during a blackout in Kyiv my cousin is standing on his balcony, and you can see in the background most of Kyiv in darkness. In the interview he said, “after the last strike of Russian missiles, it has brought everyone in the city to a new reality.”

In Kyiv there was no water supply and now they must schedule when the electricity will be turned on. Their last schedule lasted for four hours, but now that has changed and they do not know when it will be cut off again. The Ukrainian government is importing generators into the country. Eighty per cent of some regions do not have electricity, or if they do it is intermittent.

I have another cousin who lives in the western part of Ukraine and he also told me the electricity comes and goes. The government is installing help shelters within tents and buildings. They install generators and heating systems where people put these tents out to warm up, charge their electronics, and get some water and food supplies that the mission is providing. In the interview my cousin said the mission was one of the first organizations that went into the city of Kherson once it was liberated. Russians had destroyed almost everything in the city, such as water lines and electrical supply buildings. The Global Empowerment Mission delivered 3,000 family kits and now continues to have weekly deliveries to this area. That day, Russia fired 100 rockets into Ukraine. When the mission members started to hear bomb ing, they had to leave immediately and finish their distribution outside of town. My cousin said, “the people are scared. You can see it in their eyes. They do not know what to expect next.”

Kherson was under Russian occupation for nine months.

There are many great organizations out there like the mission. Locally, I have been the contact and drop-off location on behalf of Irene Newton, president of Niagara Ukrainian Canadian Congress, at their Help Boutique, and Christine Tymczynsay, at St. John Ukrainian Catholic Church in St. Catharines.

There is no central registry for Ukrainians when they come to the Niagara Region. We do not know who is here or what they need unless they reach out to an organization. The Ukrainian Catholic Mission in that area. If you know of any Ukrainian newcomers in Niagara-on-the-Lake that have not been in touch with either, please ask them to call me. I do speak Ukrainian. There are several Ukrainian families in NOTL and it would be great to have a connection amongst all.

The St. John Ukrainian Catholic Church is holding a Christmas dinner for Ukrainian newcomers on Dec. 11. If you know of a family here please have them call the church at 905-937-3399 or email stjohnchurch@rogers.com. If you would like to make a monetary donation towards this dinner please let me know.

Thank you so much to the following people and organizations: the NOTL Horticultural Society at their annual general meeting last week put a call out to their members. Cindy Grant showed up at my home the next day with a carload of food and 880 they had collected, Mr. and Mrs. Tuck of Virgil placed an order through Sobey’s for items that were on my wish list in the last weeks write up. I had the pleasure of meeting them, picking up the items they had delivered by Voila and delivering those items to the Help Boutique in St. Catharines.

Deanna Tuck also had a great idea. Adopt a Ukrainian family for Christmas. Ukrainians celebrate Christmas on Jan. 6-7, however, I am sure they would feel very welcome to participate in your Christmas celebrations, or you could provide them with a traditional turkey and all the fixings for Dec. 25 or Jan. 7.

One of my neighbours is having an event next week. They did an email blast to all attendees asking for food donations. I will provide them with boxes and a sign.

My Christmas wish list and challenge:

Having an event, meeting, friends or family over? Have them bring a food item or grocery gift card.

Local businesses and wineries — set up a location for your customers to drop-off a food item or grocery gift card. Put the challenge out to your customers. Fly a Ukrainian flag. Put it on your website or your social media.

The Help Boutique needs these items now:

Food: Hour, baking powder, pepper, salt, plain yogurt, small bottles of vegetable oil, honey, Nutella, canned beets, sauerkraut, red cabbage, buckwheat, oatmeal, cereal (cornflakes, cheerios), small packs of juice, dried mushrooms, baby cereal and food/formula, bags of potatoes, onions. (There are a couple of Polish stores on Facer St. that sell some of these items if you cannot find them in your local grocery stores.)

Toiletries: Shampoo, soap, toothpaste; hand cream; disposable razors; feminine pads (no tampons), kleenex, toilet paper; toothpaste and brushes; diapers for ages three to five.

Gift Cards: Walmart, Giant Tiger or other grocery stores.

Let’s show our NOTL spirit. Call or text 905-586-2325 or email donatesunflowersfruit@gmail.com.

Items can also be dropped off at The Local office, 1596 Four Mile Creek Road, afternoons, Monday to Friday.

The local shop also has household items and clothing for Ukrainian families arriving in Canada.

Irene Newton, president of the Niagara Ukrainian Canadian Congress, at the Help Boutique. (Photos by Shirley Madsen)
The buzz on pollinators: Let’s focus on pollinator gardens

Sandra Ozkur
Special to The Local

Janet is an avid gardener in Niagara-on-the-Lake and is sensitive to the ecological changes in our environment due to pollution, increasing population and effects of climate change. So, being a conscientious citizen, she was surprised to learn that her beautiful yard, filled with ornamental plants and trees, might in fact be contributing to the decreasing population of birds, bees, moths, butterflies and other pollinating insects.

Little did she know that increased regulations on horticultural sprays has turned the pesticide industry toward a systemic approach for controlling fungal and pest infestations. Chemicals are often applied to soil the plants are grown in, or are used as seed coatings that absorb into the plant at the cellular level. When the plant grows, the chemicals are forever present within the leaves, pollen and nectar of the plant.

Janet realized that by planting seeds, flowers or trees that have been treated with systemic fungicides and pesticides, she was in fact contributing to the death of many insects who might be using these plants as their food source. When an insect eats a plant that has been treated with a systemic chemical, it enters its digestive system and poisons it. This means that anything that feeds upon those insects will be passing the poisons up the food chain with devastating effects at higher and higher concentrations.

“I thought I was doing a good thing by planting beautiful flowers in my yard. I believed that my efforts were helping feed the pollinating insects and to find out I am actually killing them is devastating. That is when I became curious about what my neighbour had done to her front yard. She had replaced her entire front lawn with a pollinator-friendly garden using only indigenous plants native to Niagara,” Janet says. “When I got up close and looked carefully, I realized that it had a myriad of blossoms and was alive with bees, butterflies and other pollinating insects. Although her front yard looked less formal, the garden was purposeful and gave a natural beauty to the house.”

This ecologically-friendlyflowered planting provided habitat for pollinators to reproduce, which in turn attracted birds who eat their larvae. It also provided an abundance of nourishing pollen and nectar for bees and butterflies to feed upon all summer long.

As poet Ian Emberson wrote: “A weed is a flower in the wrong place / a flower is a weed in the right place.”

Many original plant species have been destroyed because they are regarded as weeds as they can grow aggressively and may overtake foreign varieties.

It is time to change our perception of beauty and realize that planting foreign species requires us to manipulate the habitat to suit their needs. Instead of working with nature, we are constantly working against it, and in the process destroying our beneficial insects, which no longer have their necessary habitat in which to feed and breed.

Pollinator populations are in steep decline, and you don’t need a degree in biology to know that farmers depend upon insects to pollinate crops, which feed people. Unfortunately, we take these innocuous species for granted, believing that they will always be available to serve our needs. We need to change our gardening practices to preserve our soil, native plants and trees to protect our pollinator populations and preserve our food supply.

It is time to change our focus away from just the superficial appearance of our yards and toward a more functional garden. You can begin by incorporating native trees and plants into your existing landscape or by replanting a patch of lawn with a pollinator-friendly plot instead. Start small, and let it evolve as you learn how to integrate beautiful native plants. Your efforts will be doing good for the environment and the sustainability of our precious pollinators.


This article has been compiled by a tribe of local gardeners who would like to encourage everyone to start planting a variety of native plants so we can create a web of pollinator gardens throughout the region. In subsequent articles, we will be providing tips and resources so you can plant your own pollinator-friendly garden next spring.

A milkweed plant attracts monarch butterflies and other pollinators. (Sandra Ozkur)
Sandtrap Open tourney gives back with support

Penny Coles
The Local

For 11 years now, Matt and Kristen Dietsch have been delivering cheques to the Niagara Children’s Centre and Ronald McDonald House in Hamilton, to show their gratitude to the organizations that have meant so much to them, and that continue to help other families through what can be very difficult times.

Their story began when their son Dylan was born 12 years ago this October, in the St. Catharines Hospital. He was experiencing seizure-like activity, and was transferred to McMaster Children’s Hospital. Matt accompanying him while Kristen, who had a difficult pregnancy, stayed behind in St. Catharines.

“I spent the night in the hospital with him,” remembers Matt. “It was very terrifying, and pretty intense, being in such a foreign place with your first child. It was nothing like the textbooks said it would be.”

The Ronald McDonald House in Hamilton at that time only had 15 rooms, and quite a waiting list, but a room was found for them and Kristen was able to join him. “It was a little bit like home,” says Matt, “with some general areas that are like a living room setting.”

Although they were closer to Dylan, and able to go back and forth easily, “it was still pretty scary. We didn’t know exactly what was going on. He was having all these tests, including a brain MRI.”

And although he wasn’t tiny like the other babies — most were premature, but Dylan was not — they still couldn’t hold him. “We could just put our hands in the gloves through a portal in the incubator to touch him. We felt so helpless. We didn’t get our first snuggle with him until day five. That was the first time we were able to hold him.”

Ronald McDonald House gave them a place to feel at home, and to feel close, physically and emotionally, to Dylan. And the nurses were awesome, says Matt — they would make sure he and Kristen looked after themselves, sending them home for meals. “They didn’t want us to get sick — we wouldn’t have been allowed in the NICU if we had any cold or flu-like symptoms.”

After a little while, Matt, Kristen and Dylan moved to the Ronald McDonald House. Dylan is now in Grade 7 at Crossroads Public School, “and everyone at school has been amazing, ever since he started.”

His first year was September 2019, and the first six months were great. “He connected with a lot of kids. They took him under their wing with affection and friendship, and they continue to impress me with how they care for him.”

The pandemic time was difficult for everyone, including Dylan, but they’re all back at school and the kids continue to look after him, says Matt.

“He was sick for a bit recently with a respiratory infection, and luckily we were able to get some good antibiotics for him. But while he was away, the kids made a video for him to let him know he was missed.”

The video showed kids with their back to the camera, and then they would turn around, and say “Dylan, don’t you know that you’re — one of Dylan’s words he likes to say a lot — is for ‘love’. A for ‘awesome’ and N for ‘nice’. Dylan loved it, and his parents love that the kids are not just trying to be empathetic; they really love Dylan and want to show him how much they care, ‘including him in their lives and treating him as a person. Their love and acceptance is amazing.”

A small group of kids went bowling at Parkway Lanes for his birthday, where there is an accessible lane, Matt continued, “and we just sat back and watched. The kids helped roll him to the ramp on the lane, they helped put the ball on the ramp so he could push it, and they cheered for him.”

His little brother Colton is now in Grade 2 at Crossroads, and as he gets older has become a big part of Dylan’s life. “He is an amazing little brother,” says Matt.

“Dylan loves his time with them, and it’s helped him connect with other people and other families. It helped us as well. We walk a different road than most families, and it helps us to connect with others who are going through something similar.”

Dylan is now in Grade 7 at Crossroads Public School, “and everyone at school has been amazing, ever since he started.”

His first year was September 2019, and the first six months were great. “He connected with a lot of kids. They took him under their wing with affection and friendship, and they continue to impress me with how they care for him.”

The pandemic time was difficult for everyone, including Dylan, but they’re all back at school and the kids continue to look after him, says Matt.

“Dylan loves playing hockey and lacrosse and Dylan loves to cheer on his brother at his games. Now that Colton is getting bigger he likes to help push Dylan’s chair while we go for walks.”

It’s hard sometimes for Colton to understand why he has to do certain things that Dylan doesn’t, “but he knows his brother is special, and loves him very much.”

When Kristen and Matt look back in time and all they’ve come through, from the days at Ronald McDonald House, which was also there for them when Dylan was five and required surgery, to the help they’ve received at the Niagara Children’s Centre, they have felt very grateful and very fortunate, says Matt.

“We’ve had the pleasure of staying at the Ronald McDonald House and have the children’s centre so close by, a great organization, and one of the few in Ontario right here in Niagara. We feel so lucky!”

Which is why every year for the last 11 years they have organized a golf tournament to raise money for Ronald McDonald House and the children’s centre. At the Queenston Golf Course, where they held this year’s tournament, they were impressed with how well it worked out, and also connect ed with Dylan’s physiotherapist, Leigh Goring, “who has been helping him for the better part of his life. We feel so lucky to have her in his life.”

And they feel very fortunate for the community support of the Sandtrap Open Golf Tournament, which raised a substantial amount of money for the two organizations. “We raised $6,500 this year, bringing our total to $66,800 over the 11 years. It was our first ever tournament that rained, but our golfers still prevailed.”

Colton, Kristen, Dylan and Matt Dietsch have a cheque for Mandy Cavasin of the Niagara Children’s Centre. (Photos supplied)
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New book a comprehensive history of Fort George

In 2019, the Friends of Fort George and Parks Canada started meeting with local historians to discuss the idea of writing a comprehensive history of Fort George National Historic Site, and over the past three years, a committee of seven authors has worked to put together Fort George: A History, a 150-plus page book that discusses more than 250 years of history of the site, with many colour images, maps and photos.

Amanda Gamble, executive director of the Friends of Fort George, says this project was driven by visitors to the site. “When visitors come into the gift shop after visiting Fort George, many want a momento they can take home with them to remind them of their visit to this special place. We have lots of books on the War of 1812 and specific aspects of Fort George, but we have never had a publication that discusses the history of Fort George from the beginning to present day.”

This book includes information on Navy Hall, the construction of Fort George, its role throughout the War of 1812, its role as part of Camp Niagara, the reconstruction of Fort George during the Great Depression, and how Fort George is interpreted today. The new book will help increase understanding about the complex history of the national historic site, highlighting the role it played and still plays in the development of the town, says Gamble. It will also help to support the Friends of Fort George mandate, with all proceeds from its sale going toward supporting youth employment opportunities at Fort George and Brock’s Monument.

The Friends of Fort George and Parks Canada are holding an official book launch Dec. 1 at Navy Hall from noon to 2 p.m., with hot apple cider and treats, and the authors on hand for book signings.
Niagara College offers culinary delights in pop-up events

Mike Balsam, The Local

Some changes this year to the Niagara College’s Culinary Services program are benefitting the students as well as the community this school year. Hungry diners visited The Local, the Daniel J. Patterson Campus’ Benchmark restaurant Friday at noon to pick up their pre-ordered five-course gourmet meal prepared and served by students.

While each left with their brochette, greenhouse salad, seafood ravoli appetizer, striploin steak main course, pecan tart dessert, and baguette, they were oblivious to the hustle and bustle of the kitchen, where second-year students were undergoing their final exam.

Craig Youdale, dean of the School of Culinary Arts, told The Local changes to the program are allowing students to learn more about service, making them immediately ready to step into kitchens.

“Coming out of COVID,” explained Youdale, “we’ve taken a look at our final few weeks for senior culinary students and created as much of a real restaurant atmosphere as possible. Our regional Canadian cuisine course has been converted into a restaurant course. We’ve created a real, pressured environment.”

Indeed, about 25 students were working together with professors to prepare each part of the meal. As professors Olaf Mortensen and Scott Baechler shouted out instructions, in unison they replied “Yes, Chef,” and hit their stations.

“We heard a lot from industry partners that there were certain elements from our students that we knew we had a hard time re-creating in school,” Youdale said. “Creating pressure, a sense of urgency, and being able to create a volume, not just a small amount. And service techniques, too.”

So, when September rolled around, they announced that Benchmark wouldn’t run as usual. Instead, their students would focus on pop-up and banquet style events, ones where they would be able to learn all aspects of preparing and serving food in a situation more akin to what they would experience post-graduation.

“We needed to create a real environment for our students,” he continued, “so when they leave here there’s less of a gap. The industry told us they were really great at cooking, but they needed exposure to that high-pressure line environment. We’re doing that gap with this.”

Students in the culinary program now are immersed in a number of different situations, varying from Friday’s takeout event to pop-up restaurants, stand-up receptions, banquets, lunches and dinners. For students, it’s less about the food and more about the service techniques.

“Each of those situations requires a different set-up, different organization, different communication,” Youdale added. “We want them to learn as broad an amount as possible. We want them to be what we call ‘Saturday night ready.’ That way when they go into the restaurant for real, they are ready for anything.”

Student Dollar Thakar, originally from India, was thriving under pressure Friday.

“Everybody in my class is very passionate and knowledgeable after two years in the program,” said Dollar. “The best part of this course is the collaboration between each other. Today I’m on the mains, and another student helped me learn what to do. Next time someone else will be on the mains, and I will help them. We’ve all been working together from the very first day.”

He continued, “This experience gives us a bigger picture of how the industry will be. It’s a good kind of pressure. When we go into the industry and start working for a chef, this will definitely help us in that regard.”

Baechler explained that the students learned how to prepare Friday’s menu items in their first year of study without being graded on their progress. Then they spent five weeks working through the different stations learning how to prepare each element of the meal.

“It’s a huge change,” Baechler said Friday. “We listened to our students, who told us that second year was too similar to first year. This is our first semester doing this. I’m really excited about the potential of this program for the future.”

Youdale added that the changes to Niagara’s program are unique amongst Ontario colleges.

“Every college has been battling with how to create a real environment for all of their students,” he said. “This particular set-up gives every student a chance to experience the same challenges. This is just in the beta process, too. We’re really aiming to make this our food service model.”

And part of that model includes serving the less fortunate in the community. In 2021, more than 3,000 meals were cooked, packaged and delivered to those in need throughout Niagara’s fall term as part of their Feed the Community initiative.

Friday’s pop-up takeout event sold out even before the college had a chance to advertise it. And it was delicious.

If you missed it, don’t fret. The next pop-up will be the first of a series of five International Café and Bake Shop events to take place next month. Between Dec. 7 and 14, students in the culinary program will be preparing and serving treats inspired by the cuisine of Kuwait, Japan, New Zealand, Costa Rica, Sweden and Sri Lanka.

Visit NC Culinary Services on Facebook and other social media to be in the loop.
Arts and Entertainment Gift Giving

Holiday Market
December 2 & 3, 2022 | 9:30 am - 4:30 pm
December 4 to 11, 2022 | 11:00 am - 4:00 pm

NIAGARA PUMPHOUSE ARTS CENTRE
247 Ricardo St., Niagara-on-the-Lake, ON
holidaymarket.ca

Assortment of products: glass, pottery, textile, woodwork & more!
- Features works of over 25 artisans
- Hand-made gifts & decor
- Ornaments & stocking stuffers on trees
- Festive treats on Dec. 2 & 3
- Holiday helpers
- Gift packaging station
- No charge to enter

Proceeds from the event benefit children & seniors programs

Bring unwrapped children’s gifts for Newark Neighbours Holiday Drive

SHAWFEST.COM | 905-468-2172

NOW ON STAGE!
IRVING BERLIN’S
WHITE CHRISTMAS
Singing, dancing and the Christmas we’re all dreaming of.

Based Upon the Paramount Pictures Film
Music and lyrics by Irving Berlin
Book by David Ives and Paul Blake

Mary E. Hill
This holiday season give memories and experiences when you give tickets and gift certificates from the FirstOntario Performing Arts Centre.

**Gift Certificates** are the perfect way to spread joy to friends and family!

Gift certificates are easy to buy and redeem and can be used for any event sold through the PAC box office. That’s any of the hundreds of events presented each year to choose from, including PAC Presents shows, screenings at The Film House or for any performances presented by our community partners. Give the gift of music, dance, theatre, comedy and children’s shows — whatever your recipient chooses.

Just a few of the upcoming shows from the 22/23 PAC Presents season. Find the full calendar on our website.

**Buy gift certificates or order tickets online at firstontariopac.ca or through the box office at 905-688-0722.**
Catch the spirit of the season at the FirstOntario Performing Arts Centre

When it comes to catching the holiday spirit, downtown St. Catharines earns a top spot on Santa’s nice list. Here are just a few of the ways to celebrate the season.

**Come for the Glow**

Celebrate the magic of winter in downtown St. Catharines at Let It Glow—A Celebration of Light. This free, accessible, family-friendly festival runs from FRI 2 DEC through SUN 8 JAN and features 11 interactive light installations, entertainment, winter workshops and cultural programming.

**A Very Merry Market**

Watch 201 St. Paul Street magically transform into a holiday market complete with vendor huts, fire pits, activations and more on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays through 18 DEC.

**Gather Round The Fire**

Join Indigenous Storytellers from Niagara Regional Native Centre as they acknowledge the winter solstice at A Night by the Fire on the FirstOntario PAC grounds. WED 21 DEC from 6PM to 8PM.

**Just Add Popcorn**

As part of the Let It Glow fun, The Film House is hosting a Let It Glow Film Week of family-friendly films between TUES 3 JAN and SUN 8 JAN. Reserve your tickets online at firstontariopac.ca for daily screenings at 2:30PM and 6:30PM. Titles include:

- Frozen
- Ma Vie De Courgette
- Edward Scissorhands
- Star Wars: Episode V—The Empire Strikes Back
- Messiah/Complex
- The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch And The Wardrobe

**Stay for the Show**

The PAC’s December calendar is packed with a delightful assortment of holiday programming. Here’s a selection of the fun in store for you!

**Deck The Film House**

The Film House is serving up holiday treats for the season, including Messiah/Complex (SAT 10 DEC at 5PM), an interactive screening of Home Alone (SAT 17 DEC at 3PM) and A Christmas Story (SAT 24 DEC at 5PM). Find the full lineup of holiday screenings at firstontariopac.ca.

**Festive Fiddling**

Join Indigenous Storytellers from Niagara Regional Native Centre as they acknowledge the winter solstice at A Night by the Fire on the FirstOntario PAC grounds. WED 21 DEC from 6PM to 8PM.

**Jingle Bell Jazz**

The Legendary Count Basie Orchestra brings its explosive force to Bravo Niagara! Festival of the Arts to perform A Very Swingin’ Basie Christmas with special guest vocalist Carmen Bradfords. Presented in partnership with the FirstOntario Performing Arts Centre. SUN 18 DEC | 7:30PM

**Do-Re-Mi!**

Comedian David Green hosts a very special Sing-A-Long Sound of Music screening complete with a costume parade and lots of audience participation! FRI 30 DEC | 3PM

**Classics & Cocktails in The Film House**

Come for the classic films and popcorn...stay for the cocktails. The Film House will present three classic films paired with signature cocktails! Catch When Harry Met Sally at 3PM (1989), Goldfinger at 6PM (1964) and The Big Lebowski at 9PM (1998). A great way to warm up on NYE! SAT 31 DEC | 3PM + 6PM + 9PM

For the full calendar of upcoming holiday shows and to order tickets go to firstontariopac.ca or call the box office at 905-688-0722.

At left: Legendary Count Basie Orchestra presents A Very Swingin’ Basie Christmas on SUN 18 DEC.
The Legendary Count Basie Orchestra makes a rare Canadian appearance on December 18th performing music from their critically acclaimed album A Very Swingin’ Basie Christmas! presented by Bravo Niagara! in partnership with the FirstOntario Performing Arts Centre. Pictured: Director Scotty Barnhart and guest vocalist Carmen Bradford.

The Legendary Count Basie Orchestra
Scotty Barnhart, Director
Carmen Bradford, Vocalist

www.thecountbasieorchestra.com

Celebrating the holiday season with “The Most Explosive Force in Jazz” and winner of 19 Grammy Awards! The Count Basie Orchestra, directed by Scotty Barnhart, performs music from their critically acclaimed album A Very Swingin’ Basie Christmas! with guest vocalist Carmen Bradford.

Tickets on sale now
289-868-9177
bravoniagara.org
McFarland House decorated for holiday season

Local Staff

McFarland House, which has been closed to the public this season due to Parks Canada staff shortages, is opening for a brief time to celebrate the holiday season.

As is tradition, Niagara Parks’ oldest heritage property has been lovingly decorated by the Garden Club of Niagara, inside and out, inviting visitors to step back in time to experience an authentic Victorian Christmas.

Located at 15927 Niagara Parkway, McFarland House has stood for over two centuries as a monument to the impeccable demeanour, good taste and gracious living that epitomizes the town of Niagara-on-the-Lake, says a news release from Niagara Parks.

Built at the turn of the 19th century by Scotsman John McFarland, the home was used as a military hospital during the War of 1812 by both the Americans and the British.

For the next two weekends, Dec. 2 to 4 and Dec. 10 to 11, McFarland House will be open daily from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. It is a prominent stop along the annual Niagara-on-the-Lake Rotary Holiday House Tour, which is sold out, while also hosting its own Heritage Christmas open house.

The house is decorated with handmade period decor, with ornaments crafted out of natural materials by garden club members.

As well, original recipe mulled cider or hot chocolate and homemade Christmas cookies are available for purchase.

General admission applies; reservations not required. For more information, please visit www.niagaraparks.com/mcfarland.

The outdoor gardens at McFarland House are not forgotten for the holidays.

Jennifer Stephenson and Lois Fietje of the Garden Club of Niagara were tasked with decorating the Ukrainian Mennonite Settlers Room at McFarland House. (Photos by David Gilchrist)

Ann Meuris and Tonde Wirth put the finishing touches on the McFarland House Indigenous Room, decorated for the holidays by members of the Garden Club of Niagara.
White Christmas puts audience in holiday spirit

Mike Balsom
The Local

The Shaw Festival Theatre was packed Saturday for the opening night of White Christmas, directed by Kate Hennig and starring Jeff W. Young and Kevin McLachlan and 26 other members of the Shaw ensemble.

Irving and McLachlan play Second World War veterans Bob Wallace and Phil Davis, a song-and-dance duo famously portrayed by Bing Crosby and Danny Kaye in the 1954 movie of the same name. Those who saw Shaw’s 2021 production of Holiday Inn may recognize a few similarities between the storyline of that one and White Christmas. Both plays were based on Irving Berlin’s White Christmas and starring Jeff Ir-ving and featuring Bing Crosby and Danny Kaye. But there the similarities end. It’s difficult to say it any other way — White Christmas brings much more Christmas to the stage than did Holiday Inn, and those in attendance at Saturday’s performance would have been hard-pressed to leave the theatre in anything less than a holiday mood.

Irving and McLachlan are perfect in the roles of Wallace and Davis.

The musical opens in Europe on Christmas Eve, 1944. Wallace and Davis entertain the 151st Division with a couple of songs, establishing the chemistry between the two actors in song, dance and dialogue.

The scene then shifts to New York City, where Bob and Phil are appearing on the Ed Sullivan Show. They receive a tip from an old soldier friend to check out his sister’s duo act at a nightclub.

The men take their seats there just as Judy and Betty, played by Shaw newcomer Mary Antonini and Alexis Gordon, in her fourth year at Shaw, perform one of the most well-known songs from the musical, Sisters.

After their number, the ladies sit down to share a drink with the men. Phil immediately hits it off with Judy, but Bob and Betty are both extremely awkward and seemingly couldn’t be less interested in each other.

The guys are scheduled to head to Florida for a performance, but Phil pulls a fast one on Bob and instead buys the pair train tickets to Pine Tree, Vermont. That’s where the ladies are booked for a Christmas gig at a country inn, which, unbeknownst to the veterans, just happens to be owned by the soldiers’ former general.

The scene on the train car on the way to Vermont is comic and musical gold. As one passenger after another boards the train wearing winter gear or carrying skis, Irving uses only his facial expressions and body language to show Wallace coming to the slow realization that they are not headed for the sunny climate of the sunshine state.

Every corner of the train car is jam-packed with travelers. When they all break into song for Snow, they use every corner of the locomotive for a rollicking, hilarious and acrobatic dance number.

Act one ends with Irving performing Blue Skies on a baby blue sit set, with him and the ensemble dressed in suits that perfectly reflect the blue lighting. It’s visually stunning, showcasing the talents of lighting designer Kevin Lamotte, choreographer Allison Plamondon and set costume designer Judith Bowden.

Bowden in particular has outdone herself for this production. Rarely does a set itself elicit loud exclamations and applause from the audience. But that’s exactly what happened Saturday when the curtains opened for act two to reveal a backdrop of the sheet music for the first number, I Love a Piano, and a platform of piano keys. In fact, a handful of those in the audience actually gave this set a standing ovation.

The set for the stage for a show-stopping tap dance performance led by McLachlan and Haynes that led to the loudest ovations of the evening, save for the finale.

The scene on the train car on the way to Vermont is comic and musical gold. As one passenger after another boards the train wearing winter gear or carrying skis, Irving uses only his facial expressions and body language to show Wallace coming to the slow realization that they are not headed for the sunny climate of the sunshine state.

Every corner of the train car is jam-packed with travelers. When they all break into song for Snow, they use every corner of the locomotive for a rollicking, hilarious and acrobatic dance number.

Act one ends with Irving performing Blue Skies on a baby blue sit set, with him and the ensemble dressed in suits that perfectly reflect the blue lighting. It’s visually stunning, showcasing the talents of lighting designer Kevin Lamotte, choreographer Allison Plamondon and set costume designer Judith Bowden.

Bowden in particular has outdone herself for this production. Rarely does a set itself elicit loud exclamations and applause from the audience. But that’s exactly what happened Saturday when the curtains opened for act two to reveal a backdrop of the sheet music for the first number, I Love a Piano, and a platform of piano keys. In fact, a handful of those in the audience actually gave this set a standing ovation.

The set for the stage for a show-stopping tap dance performance led by McLachlan and Haynes that led to the loudest ovations of the evening, save for the finale.

Act two is set primarily at the Columbia Inn, owned by General Henry Waverly. The former high-ranking officer, loved greatly by his one-time general’s granddaughter, kept pace with the many seasoned Shaw professionals. She had a chance to stretch out her vocal range on Let Me Sing and I’m Happy and did not disappoint. Dubois shares the role during the month-long run of White Christmas with Payton Mills.

Of course, just as in the Irving Berlin’s White Christmas is on stage at the Shaw Festival Theatre until Dec. 23. (Photos by David Cooper)
Seeger takes everyone from Joplin to Streisand

Continued from page 1

School. She sang for her music teacher, the late Pamela Robbins, whom she still calls her mentor today.

“She also had a musical theatre production company in the city,” says Seeger. “In Grade 4, I walked into her class like the sorriest-looking thing wearing dirty clothes. When I sang, she told me I was an old soul. She took me under her wing, kept me in music and taught me how to breathe. She is the only reason why I’m still singing today.”

In Grade 9 at Laura Secord Secondary School, she approached her music teacher, Dave Sisler, telling him she wanted to enter a music competition. He was skeptical, until he heard her sing. Sisler paired Seeger with a Grade 11 student to play piano, and she won gold in the competition.

She toughed it out after high school in the local bar circuit, playing with a local band Blush. Once in a while she would throw in a rock show. “I’d throw in some Otis Redding, even some Metallica, too.” But at the time Joplin was just a big part of Seeger’s lounge set, not a full-blown act.

In 2010, she left the Tropicana gig and moved back to Niagara. Soon she was married to her husband, Christopher Lichach, and her daughters Ripley and Matilda, born a year and a half apart quickly. During this time, she was racking up the Adele accent by accident, and she began to be convinced Seeger she is the only one who can truly portray Faltskog in their Abbamania show. She performed as Agnetha last Saturday at the Music Hall in Toronto, and Lichach has the act playing throughout the next set as Springhill, Nova Scotia’s own Anne Murray.

She took on the demands of Streisand’s repertoire about four years ago, and she has turned 40.

“I wanted to do something that was more challenging, something that nobody is doing right now,” Seeger explains. “I had to wait until I was old enough to sing Barbra. You can’t sing her in your 20s. You have to wait until you’re old enough to respect what she does.”

Seeger laughs and adds that taking on Streisand might also be a shrewd career move for her. After all, the legendary singer and actress is now 80 years old. She won’t last forever, but her music will be in demand long after she is gone. She’s not done working or singing different acts yet. She performed a James Bond theme song tribute that she would like to revisit, and her big dream is to perform as Queen’s Freddie Mercury.

At one of her subsequent Adele shows, Garry Lichach, CEO of Burlington-based Bounty Enterprises, just happened to be in the audience. His company produces tribute shows to the likes of Tom Jones, Rod Stewart, Elvis Presley, Ray Charles and more.

“As I’m about to go off for my break,” Seeger says, “he tries to stop me. I gave him the look of death. I brushed him off, but my friend got his number. The next day my phone blasted him by accident. I kid you not. And the next thing you know we’re having a talk about me performing for him.”

That’s when she turned on the Winehouse and Cline personas, and even doing one show where she performed several hits as Cline then came out for her second set as Springhill, Nova Scotia’s own Anne Murray.

Seeger explains, “I had to turn to singing but realized I was very little money coming in. I had no idea who she was, and I had no idea who she was doing under her wing, kept me in during recess to teach me how to breathe. She is the only reason why I’m still singing today.”

Dave Sisler, telling him she went from a jazz show to rock. I’d throw in a rock show. I’d throw in some Otis Redding, even some Metallica, too.” But at the time Joplin was just a big part of Seeger’s lounge set, not a full-blown act.

When it comes to Adele, her two favourite songs to perform are All I Ask and When We Were Young, both from the performer’s third album, 2015’s 25.

“At the time when I learned both of those songs,” says Seeger, “I could really relate to the lyrics in my personal life. They bring me to a moment where I really feel it. When I sing those songs you see me in raw form. Sometimes I cry. It’s a therapeutic experience for me to sing them.”

To prepare for the Dec. 16 show she’s brushing up on the Adele accent by watching the BBC television program Peaky Blinders. During their conversation at Balzac’s Coffee Roasters, she regularly slips into Adele’s accent. “I drive my husband crazy,” laughs Seeger. “I stay in character all day long around the house.”

At Ravine Event Centre, Seeger will be performing in the round, with the audience surrounding her on all sides in an intimate setting. And she emulates Adele’s stage banter in addition to singing her songs. “She is personable,” says Seeger, slipping into the star’s accent. “And her music is intimate. With Adele, you’re part of the show. If you come to the show you will hear me say things that only Adele would say. Even after the show, I stay in character.”

Tickets for the Dec. 16 show are available at www.ravinievineyard.com. And Seeger is asking that all who attend bring a non-perishable food item for Newark Neighbours.
Dave Cullen inducted into St. Catharines Sports Hall of Fame

Mike Balsom
The Local

Fittingly, on the day of his induction into the St. Catharines Sports Hall of Fame last week, St. Davids resident David Cullen was away at a hockey tournament.

He wasn’t playing the sport for which he was inducted. Instead, he was in Los Angeles watching his 12-year-old son play in a tournament for the Texas Warriors.

“My mom went to the ceremony for me, and she had a great time,” he says. “Obviously she made a lot of sacrifices, driving me around to practices and games. Parents make a lot of sacrifices for their kids.”

The St. Catharines native was one of five inductees for 2022, including Barbara Armbrust, Daryl MacDonald and Donald Thom, all honoured for their accomplishments in rowing, and curling’s Douglas Geddie.

“Curling has been a sport for which I was inducted,” Cullen says. “It’s a great honour to be in any hall of fame, no matter what it is,” Cullen tells The Local. “I was really surprised when I found out. I’ve walked that area a lot, seen my uncle Brian and some other people I know in there. It’s a nice feeling to know that you’re going to be in that area for a long time.”

The son of Bruce and Lorraine took a different route to the honour than did his uncle. While Brian played Junior A hockey in his hometown, Dave’s Junior B experience with the Thorold Blackhawks earned the Holy Cross graduate a hockey scholarship to the University of Maine in 1995.

Over four years with the Black Bears the defenceman amassed 28 goals and 89 assists, with his senior year, when he collected 44 points, standing out. That 1998-1999 season was also the year Maine won the NCAA Division I championship.

“We had a good team that year,” he said. “We had a lot of exposure. I really had no idea I was going to keep playing at that point, but I was hopeful. I was able to sign with Phoenix, though, and it all worked out.”

The NHL’s Coyotes brought Cullen in the next year as an undrafted free agent, assigning him to the Falcons, their American Hockey League affiliate. In 78 games that year Cullen collected 10 goals and 28 assists.

The following season he was called up to the Coyotes for a couple of games.

“It was an unbelievable experience,” says Cullen of his first NHL games. “It’s every kids dream. It kind of feels surreal when it happens to you. It was one of those things, though, where I was up and down, and it didn’t really work out.”

He began the 2001-2002 season with Springfield, and was called up to skate in 14 games for the Coyotes. In January 2002, he was traded to the Minnesota Wild for Sebastien Bordeleau.

“Obviously it was an unbelievable experience,” says Cullen. “It’s every kids dream. It kind of feels surreal when it happens to you. It was one of those things, though, where I was up and down, and it didn’t really work out.”

He got the call to the Wild for only three games, and spent most of his time in Houston with the team’s AHL affiliate, the Aeros.

Cullen hosted a championship trophy once again when the Aeros won the 2003 Calder Cup.

In July 2003, he signed with the Buffalo Sabres, and spent three years with their AHL team, the Rochester Americans.

“By then, I kind of knew my role,” Cullen recalls. “Those were the years they had (Jason) Pominville, (Ryan) Miller, (Paul) Gaustad, and (Thomas) Vanek in the lineup. I was more of an old veteran. Rochester always made sure they had older players to help the younger guys. It was a lot of fun there, probably my favourite stop in the AHL.”

Cullen played four more years professionally in Europe, for clubs in Germany, Sweden and Austria. And in 2011, with some injuries and back issues beginning to catch up with him, he felt it was time to call it a day.

By then Cullen and his wife, Alyssa, whom he met while in Maine, were parents of three young boys. Tyler, now 20, was born in Texas. 18-year-old Landon was born in New York state, and Brady calls Austria his birthplace.

The family had been renting a house in Niagara-on-the-Green for the off-season but decided to build their permanent home in St. Davids.

Looking for a new direction outside of hockey, Cullen considered becoming a police officer or a firefighter. Instead, he decided to attend teachers’ college at Medaille University in Buffalo. Today he teaches at Loretto Catholic Elementary School in Niagara Falls.

When he’s not in the classroom, the 45-year-old runs his own business, perhaps drawing on that leadership experience he had with the Americans, as well as what he learned in teachers’ college. Through that business, Dave Cullen Hockey, he is training the next generation of hockey players.

“They run pretty much all year,” he says of his hockey school. “In the spring I run a three-on-three league, in the summer I run camps. During the hockey season it’s more team skates. I do a lot of development skates for Niagara-on-the-Lake.”

When he first started his hockey business he trained some high level older athletes, including current Buffalo Sabres centre and fellow St. Catharines native Riley Sheahan. But these days he tends to work strictly with younger athletes.

“It’s about giving them a fun environment where they can work hard to improve their skills,” Cullen says. “The rewarding thing is when parents show me videos of their kid scoring a goal using something that they learned from me. It’s about giving them an avenue to try to get a little bit better.”

The Cullens also have a place in Texas, where Tyler is attending Texas Tech and Landon is a student at Texas A & M. Both are studying engineering, a discipline with a course load and challenges that mean they can’t fit hockey into their schedules.

Brady’s Warriors U12 team plays out of Dallas.

“Though he couldn’t make it to last week’s Hall of Fame induction, he is planning to be at the Ice Dogs’ Thursday, Dec. 1 home game against the Hamilton Bulldogs. The 2022 inductees have been invited to drop the puck for the ceremonial first faceoff at the game.

“I plan on going to that,” Dave Cullen says. “I was kind of cool to do that and then head over to see the Hall of Fame.”
Penalties contribute to Preds’ loss in overtime

Mike Balsom  The Local

Untimely penalties caused the Niagara Predators to squander fine performances from young goaltender Jordan Duquette and new forwards Cameron Savoie and Tyler Gearing, giving the opposition a two-man advantage to tie the game.

The season series between the two teams is a bit of a sore point for the team. Taylor knows there are areas the Preds need to focus on in practice this week.

“Things were more balanced in terms of shots on goal in the second period, each team making 13 attempts. But only St. George was able to score, and it was during a Predators power play,” Taylor said after the game.

“Cameron Savoie got the puck at the blue line and rifled a shot past Del Rizzo to close the game to 3–3. Ty played well. He kept us in the game,” Taylor commented.

"I thought we played well," Taylor said after the game. "We dominated the game. We looked good out there. They capitalized on their chances and we didn’t. And we had a lot more chances than they got. Certain guys couldn’t keep it together at the end."

Taylor had praise for his teammate, giving Baillie credit for his first goal of the game. "I thought we played well," Taylor said after the game. "He gave us a two-man advantage to start overtime."

Then, a minute into the extra period, Riley Ellis took an unsportsmanlike conduct penalty and a 10-minute misconduct. That left the two teams at even strength. At 1:45, Campbell scored the winning goal.

The third overtime loss for the Predators this season was frustrating for head coach Kevin Taylor. "I thought we played well," Taylor said after the game. "We dominated the game. We looked good out there. They capitalized on their chances and we didn’t. And we had a lot more chances than they got. Certain guys couldn’t keep it together at the end."
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"I thought we played well," Taylor said after the game. "We dominated the game. We looked good out there. They capitalized on their chances and we didn’t. And we had a lot more chances than they got. Certain guys couldn’t keep it together at the end."

“Their power play dominated the game. We looked good out there. They capitalized on their chances and we didn’t. And we had a lot more chances than they got. Certain guys couldn’t keep it together at the end."

“Penalties contribute to Preds’ loss in overtime”

Mike Balsom  The Local

Cameron Savoie scores his first of three goal Friday night at Virgil’s Meridian Credit Union Arena, netting a hat trick in just his second game with the team. (Ben Foster)
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When the NOTL Telecon Wolves took to the ice Saturday, the team was split in half in its match against Welland, each taking half the ice surface. They play two periods so both groups get a chance to play against each other, explains NOTL Minor Hockey coach Joe Pagnotta and no score is kept. U9s transitions to full ice hockey Jan. 15, playing traditional hockey for the rest of the season. Hockey Canada says all players should have a chance to play all positions, including goalie, and all should get an equal time on the ice. (Penny Coles)
CROSSWORD AND SUDOKU

Across:
1  Depositors’ protective grp.  14  Passion
2  Routine  15  Teatrical backer
3  Fruitcake  16  Loan
4  Jane Austen matchmaker  17  Emir
5  "--- So Fine" (old Chiffons number)  18  Twine
6  Work the land  19  Against
7  Arabian chieftain  20  Anti
8  Hits lightly  21  Bale
9  Harvest  22  Genie
10  Large landmass north of the Canadian mainland  23  Shar'd
11  Place  24  "--- So Fine" (old Chiffons number)
12  Large bundle  25  Postal
13  Theatrical backer  26  Filter
27  "--- So Fine" (old Chiffons number)  28  Former Mississippi senator Trent
28  Former Mississippi senator Trent  29  Hiram
30  Looms  31  Looms
31  Looms  32  Coco
33  Epps  34  Pert
34  Pert  35  Pare
35  Pare  36  Spas
36  Spas  37  Atta
37  Atta  38  Shoes
38  Shoes  39  Reap
39  Reap  40  Pats
40  Pats  41  L-E Ds
41  L-E Ds  42  Berra
42  Berra  43  Stiff
43  Stiff  44  Ted
44  Ted  45  Silent
45  Silent  46  Aspen
46  Aspen  47  Store
47  Store  48  Let go
48  Let go  49  Rains
49  Rains  50  Algae
50  Algae  51  Stead
51  Stead  52  Till
52  Till  53  Logs
53  Logs  54  Oboe
54  Oboe  55  Gets
55  Gets  56  Seek
56  Seek  57  Pots
57  Pots  58  Siege
58  Siege  59  A bee
59  A bee  60  Ergo
60  Ergo  61  Annan
61  Annan  62  Note
62  Note  63  Neon
63  Neon  64  Cadet
64  Cadet  65  Desk
65  Desk

Down:
1  Type of market  2  Damn
2  Damn  3  Is it
3  Is it  4  Christmas season
4  Christmas season  5  Wet bar
5  Wet bar  6  At war
6  At war  7  Childhood friend
7  Childhood friend  8  Kane
8  Kane  9  One
9  One  10  Ellesmere Island
10  Ellesmere Island  11  Mount
11  Mount  12  Mania
12  Mania  13  Angel
13  Angel  22  Goa
22  Goa  24  He’s
24  He’s  25  Pros
25  Pros  26  Flap
26  Flap  27  Iota
27  Iota  28  Lott
28  Lott  30  Summer refreshments
30  Summer refreshments  32  Chef
32  Chef  34  Pert
34  Pert  35  Pare
35  Pare  36  Spas
36  Spas  38  Slip
38  Slip  42  Bun
42  Bun  44  Ted
44  Ted  45  Silent
45  Silent  46  Aspen
46  Aspen  47  Store
47  Store  48  Let go
48  Let go  50  Algae
50  Algae  51  Stead
51  Stead  52  Till
52  Till  53  Logs
53  Logs  54  Oboe
54  Oboe  55  Gets
55  Gets  56  Seek
56  Seek  57  Pots
57  Pots  58  Siege
58  Siege  59  A bee
59  A bee  60  Ergo
60  Ergo  61  Annan
61  Annan  62  Note
62  Note  63  Neon
63  Neon  64  Cadet
64  Cadet  65  Desk
65  Desk

PUZZLE ANSWERS

Sudoku solution from November 23, 2022

PLEASE RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER

Sell your unwanted items or advertise your garage sale in our CLASSIFIEDS

To place your classified ad, contact Karen:
classifieds@notllocal.com
Deadline: Mondays at 3 p.m.

To place an Obituary or In Memoriam in our Classifieds, please contact Julia at: julia@notllocal.com or 905.934.1040
Deadline is Tuesdays at 1 p.m.
THE NOTL LOCAL

TO SERVE YOU SAFELY

SIMPSON’S

Join us for monthly Customer Appreciation
Days Online and In-store:
Every 3rd Wednesday of the Month
Customers 60+: Every Last Thursday of the Month

Shop from the comfort of home
www.simpsonsparmacy.ca
In-store, Curbside pick-up or
FREE local delivery*
*Orders over $15

Pharmacy: 905.468.2121 | Apothecary: 905.468.8400

THE FARMHOUSE CAFE

Open For Lunch Daily
Reservations Strongly Suggested
Online Booking Now Available!
Or give us a call to book 905-468-8814
Bring this ad in for 10% off lunch on any Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday in December

CAROLINE CELLARS WINERY

HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE WEEKEND
December 2nd, 3rd and 4th
Exclusive Discounts on Select Wines and Giftware
$100 Gift Card for $90
Holiday Gift Packs
Charcuterie and Wine Pairing
Reservations Recommended for Wine Tasting and Charcuterie Pairing
Full Details Available on our Website

SPIRIT IN NIAGARA
SMALL BATCH DISTILLERS
FABULOUSLY FRESH
NIAGARA CUISINE
LIVE MUSIC THURSDAYS
ED PIZZO ON THE PIANO
FARM TO GLASS
SPIRITS & COCKTAILS
PLAN YOUR CORPORATE
HOLIDAY EVENT AT SIN!

SUN - THURS 11-7 | FRI & SAT 11-8
SPIRITINNIAGARA.COM | 905 954 1300
458 LAKE SHORE ROAD, NIAGARA ON THE LAKE

BARREL HEAD

WALK-INS WELCOME
$40 ANY TWO
$80 FAMILY MEAL

WOOD OVEN PIZZA

TAKE OUT SPECIALS
LOCALS GET 30% DISCOUNT ON FOOD
DINE IN ONLY

PILLITTERI ESTATES

WINERY

OPEN FOR INDOOR DINING
THURSDAY - SUNDAY
NOON - 8PM

FULL MENU AT PILLITTERI.COM/BARRELHEAD
CALL FOR TAKE OUT 905-468-1439
FOLLOW US @BARREL.HEAD
1696 NIAGARA STONE RD, NIAGARA-ON-THE-LAKE

November 30, 2022
notlocal.com